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Is it time for exposure sprinkler protection?
Are passive fire protection systems addressing the type of building construction,
proximity to flammable vegetation, and accessibility to roads and water sources
enough protection for todays hotels and restaurants? Tom Daly returns to the pages of Lodging Engineer discussing the threat of wild-land fires and other recent fire
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Plamen Dimov
Regional Director of Engineering,
White Lodging Services
by Amanda Strouse
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It is a pleasure to talk with you,
Plamen. You currently support 35 of
White Lodging’s properties, which
must be a very busy and important
position. What makes your story
special and truly inspiring is that
you’re an immigrant from Bulgaria
who visited the United States, fell
in love with it and decided to spend
your life here. Can you tell me about
how and why you came over here?
I came here in June 2002 for six months
to work and travel. I had a contract with
the staffing agency and I ended up at
the Courtyard Pontiac in Pontiac, Michigan, and started in laundry there. But I
was speaking the language before I got
into the U.S. I learned the language by
myself in Bulgaria, because I wanted to
come to the US. to explore more opportunities. When I got here, it was very difficult. It was a little bit after communism
ended in Bulgaria, in ’89. It was about
13 years later. Basically, no money was
available back then. I came here to explore the opportunities. I really wanted
to see what America was about. I always
read about it and that’s why I decided
to learn the language. I knew that if
you worked hard and if you have good
discipline and stamina, you can achieve
anything in this country. That’s why I decided to stay. It was extremely, extremely tough. I had two hotel jobs: laundry
and banquet setup. I understood how
you can have a pretty good life here if
you’re consistent, disciplined, organized
and a little bit smart with things. So, after the first few weeks, I told the other
Bulgarian kids, I was as 24 at that time,
“I’m really living the life here. I don’t see
myself living anywhere else but here.”
They were really shocked. Because it
was really hard, the lifestyle was a lot
worse than what we had in Bulgaria, because I didn’t have money or a car. And
in Michigan with no car, it’s like you’re
missing a leg. So, it was tough to live,
but I knew in a few years I’d be out of
that and I’d be doing more interesting
things. I actually applied to college in
Michigan and they accepted me.
How was living in Bulgaria different
from living in the U.S.?
I lived 24 years in Bulgaria, and most
of the time I worked for my father’s
farm. We had a bunch of land to grow
fruits and vegetables, wheat and barley. I only had the opportunity to work
for someone else for one year. I got a
master’s degree in engineering, from
the Technical University of Varna. The
government paid for my degree and
that was great. I did my internship at a
facility that makes containerships. We
manufactured big containerships that
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the world and deliver goods to different countries. My master’s degree was mechanics
on these ships. Once I graduated, I did six to seven months of an internship and I didn’t
like it all. The country is very small. Like the size of Michigan. So, the opportunities are
very limited. Now it’s very different, since we joined the European Union in ‘06, things
are very different. But back in ’02, it was still like living under communism. Thirteen
years had passed, but it still wasn’t like what Western Europe is. So, working there was
not an option for me, because I always had a dream to come to the U.S. or New Zealand
or Canada or somewhere on the other side of the ocean and explore more opportunities.
Under communism, it was very different. Everyone has the same salary, whether you’re
a lawyer or hotel GM or housekeeper, which created a lot of happiness, because there’s
no competition and everyone’s supposed to be happy and have no worries. But at the
same time, if you really want to excel in anything and do better than most people around
you, it’s impossible. So, you live in this artificial society where everyone watches the
same TV and drives the same cars (there were only two types of TVs and two types of
cars) and everyone is equal - it was not for a person like me. I would not see myself living
in a post-communistic society and living a life I was looking forward to living.
Was it your choice to work in a hotel when you first visited the U.S.?
We had these work agreements with the staffing agency, so we knew we’d be working
in Michigan and in a hotel somewhere, but I didn’t know the details of the job. I basically
went to the Courtyard, I walked in and the GM was relieved I could speak English pretty
good. The GM said they need help with laundry, so I said I could do laundry, and I stayed
there for a couple of months, washing, drying and folding linens, and it was great. I fixed
a couple of things. I understand mechanics and I understand how things can be fixed.
Then the GM wanted me to join the maintenance department as a maintenance tech and
help the Chief Engineer. That GM is now the COO of White Lodging’s suburban hotels.
How and when did you begin your employment with WLS and what was
your job?
I went to the community college and got an associate’s degree in business administration. I kept working in the hotels as a maintenance technician. I was a maintenance

tech for probably two years and then we opened a
hotel, Residence Inn by Marriott, in Novi, Michigan,
and a year after we opened, I became the chief
engineer of it and that was my first management
job. I believe it was in 2005.
What did you learn while being chief engineer
that was valuable or that you took into your
position now?
What I was really impressed by was customer service how it revolves all around the customer and
how every job is connected to the performance of
the hotel, which is judged ultimately by the customer. So, I was very impressed by that. What I
learned in the engineering world was how to identify the problems.

“Usually, the problems get identified
to you by the guests. It’s very easy to
find out what is wrong by listening
to what the guests are saying or what
they’re writing.”
I learned once you listen to the guests and understand what the issues are, you then basically devise a plan on how to fix that and implement it.
Either by getting the parts and doing it yourself,
or if it’s too big, involve the GM and get funding
for a vendor to do the job. And that’s helped me
greatly in my career. It’s really simple, but a lot of
people dance around the problems and then if you
don’t fix one problem on time, it becomes a bigger
problem next year and that problem causes other smaller problems around it and it gets out of
hand and is difficult to manage. So just focus on
the issues and get them removed from day-to-day
operations.
Since you started working with WLS, what
changes have you seen in laundry systems
and machines, as well as strategies to lower
laundry costs?
Foremost: efficiency. The new machines use much
less water and they also use much bigger g-force
when they extract. So basically, they rotate faster and the clothes come out much dryer, so your
drying times are greatly diminished. The other big
improvement is on the chemical side. We used to
use chemicals using hot water. Hot water dilutes
chemicals, so you go through a lot more chemicals. Other companies have made chemicals that
work with cold water only, so that’s helped us save
money on chemicals. These are the two biggest
improvements that I’ve seen.

Photo Courtesy of UniMac
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Now I’d like to switch gears and learn about
your job and some of the issues that you and
your team experience. Could you describe
your typical day, as well as daily routines that
you have to stay organized, focused and get
tasks accomplished?
The typical day involves emails from 35 general
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managers. They all have issues that they hear about from their
guests. The issues are bigger than the engineering department,
which a lot of our hotels have two or three people in their engineering departments. Those issues get escalated to me, in
hopes of creating a plan to fix the issue, find the right vendor
to fix it. I get the proposals for the job from the right vendors,
propose it to the owners and show them why it’s going to work,
how much it’s going to cost, how it will affect operations and
what the ROI will be. Most of the time, I receive funding from
that particular owner and then, between the staff and GM, we
figure out when to schedule and execute the job. Also, twice
a year I have to visit each one of those 35 hotels and do an
inspection top to bottom. I look at their struggles and find a
way to help them fix the problems they have. I’m also involved
with renovations and openings. In my region, I have three hotel openings this year and I believe I have two renovations. I’m
a supportive structure between the owners and our GMs and
I help resolve problems on a daily basis with these 35 hotels.
And, these projects can come from the ownership group or the
GMs who are operating the hotels.
Would you talk about some of the challenges of being
that link?
Everyone thinks they’re right. It’s important to recognize and
show the owner from the get-go what the expectations of the
plan are. Each vendor will only perform as well as you have
them perform. If you stay on top of them, they will see that you
take pride in what you manage and what you have, and they’ll
understand they can’t cut corners. It’s about showing the vendor that you care and you will not let them do whatever they
want and cut corners to cut costs. The biggest challenge for me
is to fix hotel issues fast or faster, because everyone wants their
issue fixed yesterday. It takes a great deal of planning, understanding the problem, then finding the solution. This country is
developing very fast, which I’m always amazed by, so to find a
good vendor that will do the right job for the right price is very
challenging. Of course, if you do good homework then you can
get a good price. If you accomplish a few good projects, then
you gain the trust from the owner.
Who do you report to and what is significant about that
person’s position?
I report to David Abraham, he’s Vice President of Engineering
and Facilities for White Lodging. He supports me on the corporate level. I’m out on Monday and come back Thursday night,
sometimes Friday, from one of those 35 hotels. His role is very
important because he provides guidance on daily basis with big
projects. He is instrumental in drawing that line of where our
efforts need to stop and the owner needs to engage a consultant of their own.

“Fix this, fix that, do this, do that,” and very few people do it. So, my way to
create engagement with engineering departments is to go there and ask
them, “Show me the three biggest problems you haven’t been able to solve
the last six months,” and usually that’s my first visit. They show those to me
and then I do everything possible to fix it on the spot. Sometimes it takes
four to seven hours. I get the tools, open the piece of equipment, then I get
the parts and show them how to install it. When they see that you’re ready
to get dirty and you understand what you’re talking about and you can fix
their issues, they will follow you. At the end of the day, they’re looking forward to meeting someone who can make their day better. Who knows why
problems have not been fixed. Lack of money, lack of leadership, lack of
vendors showing up on time, etc.

How many people do you manage and what are some of
the different positions that you oversee?
My biggest touch points I have is with directors of engineers,
the chief engineers and the maintenance managers. I would say
I’m closely connected with those people, but I don’t manage
them. I don’t really deal a lot with the maintenance techs, even
though, when I visit the properties, I always meet with them
and tell them I’m here. We do inspections together. But on a
daily and weekly basis, I deal with the leaders in the engineering departments.

“My approach is to fix the issues, show people that I care
and be hands-on while you’re visiting that property. And
they start engaging in the process and they start responding to my emails and phone calls much faster. Because
they see someone who eventually solved their issues and
their day to day work life will be better.”

Tell us about your management style, including how you
keep your team on track, challenged and engaged.
It’s very difficult to engage people when you don’t know them
very well. My management style is that I’m very hands-on. In
the engineering world, most of the engineers hear people say,

Let’s face it, engineering departments in a perfect world, they should do
preventative maintenance, but instead of that, they get smashed with leaks
on the roof, leaks on the exterior elevations on the buildings, broken pipes,
heaters that are 20 years old - you fix one and you have another. I get good
engagement from the GMs and from the engineering department. And I
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of the hotel and the island. On the
island, we were building homes for
celebrities. We would build the homes
and provide the infrastructure and
provide water, power, then we would
build small houses around the island
that would be kind of part of a hotel.
And we would rent the houses to people who would want to stay with us.
Some people would buy the houses
and they would show up for a month
in a year, and the rest of the time we
would maintain it or rent it out for
them.

found this is the key to being successful in this job. It’s not about paperwork and showing them what’s
wrong - it’s about fixing the big issues for them.
How do you compel your team members to solve problems, be inquisitive and search
for solutions?
I’ve been a maintenance tech and no one should be excluded from a solution. Ask everyone, “What
do you think the issues are and how do you think they should be fixed?” And if you have a vendor,
anyone that you work with that provides a proposal, bring them in. Everyone’s opinion matters. This
is a learning tool for them to understand how to solve issues down the road. It’s a learning curve and
if they’re not part of it, they won’t necessarily grow in this business.
I could still be doing maintenance today if I didn’t look for solutions and look for development. Everything is possible in this country.

“There’s nothing that’s impossible and everything can be fixed. Once you
have that attitude, just listen. It would be completely unwise for me to not
listen to the people who are faced with the problem on a daily basis.”
While in your current position, have you had to learn any important lessons the hard way?
What happened and what were they?
At first, I grew up in this career by fixing things myself and with my team in a certain hotel. I would
take on projects that usually the chiefs won’t do - they would call a vendor. I would take on that challenge to fix things that people don’t fix or they can’t fix. I left White Lodging to run a private island for
some time, so that’s a monster undertaking. I lived there for five weeks, then I would go to Miami, stay
two weeks, then go back for five weeks. I had almost 70 people staffed over there, because you’re on
a remote island, you don’t have vendors. You’re a 35-minute boat ride from the next island and 900
miles from Miami. The reason I went there was because I wanted to fix a lot of things. I tried to do too
much on my own. It was so much work that you could not possibly get it done. It’s just an unbelievable
amount of work. You’re like a mayor - you do everything. It’s so challenging, I was losing so much
weight. I realized I can’t do everything with the people I had there and myself. I realized I needed to
fly some people over to help. Over there I hit a wall where I couldn’t do it anymore the way I was used
to doing it. It was a good learning experience, because when you have the 35 hotels, I can fix a few
things with my hands, teach them things and learn, but also find vendors. On a bigger scale, it’s a lot
more important to find the right vendor for the right job.
How did you get the job to run a private island?
After we opened the hotel in Miami Beach, I accepted to be the regional director of engineering
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I understand that five of WLS’s
hotels in southern Florida were
affected by Hurricane Irma in
September of 2017. Can you tell
me what your role was in preparing the hotels for the hurricane
and then offering them assistance
afterward?
The biggest, most important thing is
making sure that the generator works
and has fuel. White Lodging has a
policy where we sign contracts with
approved vendors to maintain every
generator we have in our hotels. With
that being said, a vendor will only
perform as well as you make them.
So, I went to all the hotels with the
chief engineers, we started all the
generators individually to make sure
they worked. And we actually found
out two of them did not work. They
worked, but they would overheat and
shut down. One of them was hooked
up to the natural gas city line. Usually
the bigger the hotel, the bigger the
generator and the diesel engine is
the only option. Natural gas will only
go to a smaller size hotel, not a hotel
of 200 rooms or more. So, our hotels
would have these generators with
800 gallons of diesel, which would
give you 3 days of power, depending
on the consumption. I happen to have
a lot of knowledge from that, because
on the island, we would make power
by using 11 diesel engines. That was
20% of my job to make sure my power plant worked. So, we went around
and tested the generators, two of
them failed. We contacted the companies that we had, they said they were
so backlogged with other customers
doing the same thing we were. So, we
had to tell them that they would lose
the contract if they didn’t help us.
Some helped us, some didn’t. Some of
the hotels we built, some we acquired,
and they each came with their own
generator maintenance contract. It
makes sense to have only one company service our hotels. In our case we
had several companies. So, we found
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“This line of work is not a sprint, it’s a marathon. To really achieve long-term results, you have to perform
at a certain level every day. Be very disciplined over what you do on a daily basis.”
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How do you handle furniture (both wood and
leather touch-up) repairs?
Furniture is huge for us, because furniture is one
of the items that doesn’t get replaced during
the first two renovations. Furniture we count on it
for at least 10 years. We have 90% occupancy
day in and day out, so it’s very difficult to make
furniture good looking. We employ Mohawk Finish
Products to keep furniture standards high. At least
one person in every hotel has to go to Mohawk’s training
and buy the kit. The kitisavery goodtool to fix pretty much
every issue, from a pen mark on furniture, to a piece of
corner missing. Mohawk is only for wood. What we do
with leather is clean it. If it’s really worn or cut or
damaged, we call a company that will reupholster the
piece.
Does WLS encourage the engineer partnering with
their GM on capital projects?
Yes, definitely, it’s a
must. The chief engineer,
myself and the GM all have to be on the same page in
regards to the capital projects for the following year.

one vendor that we told if they helped us, we will give them a bunch of
maintenance contracts. That is how we fixed the situation. Two hotels
didn’t have power for six consecutive days. I had purchased about 70
gallons of diesel that I had in my garage, so I was doing diesel delivery with
my SUV. It was very useful, when the GMs saw the five-gallon storage
tanks in my car, they would be so happy. After that was the cleanup. We
had to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to do cleanup in our hotels.
Landscaping cleanup. We had humidity issues and we had humidifiers,
carpet cleaning equipment, blowers and we had to manage those.
Because, of course, they want to use every machine they have so they can
give you a bill for half a million dollars, so we had to tell them what we
didn’t need and had to manage the disaster responders after the storm.
Do your properties’ engineers watch for energy peak demands or
anomalies?
Our engineers take gas, water, and electric meter readings every
morning so they will see the differ-ence from today to yesterday and the
day before that. That is basically the gist of what they do as far as meters.
They are also big proponents of the housekeepers keeping the
temperature at 72. We have installed energy management systems in
some of our hotels that help with demand. As far as anoma-lies, we
employ a company that looks over our electric gas and water
consumption. When something happens, they raise the red flag and we
look into it.
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With
spring
coming,
what
are
some
of
the projects, tasks or events you are getting
ready for? The biggest one is cooling towers. All of the
hotels that have water cooled chillers have cooling
tow-ers. So, this time of the year, we are cleaning and
sanitizing all the cool-ing towers to prepare for the
heat in the summer months. We also try to do the
service on the chillers, the cleaning of the tubes,
the oil change, all the work needs to be done now so
that you can have a worry-free summer. Also, this
time of year we get our landscaping company
to go over the landscap-ing program. We have a
contract with the landscapers to make sure that they
get the mulch, the flowers and the irrigation working
for the summer months. We also do the PTAC
cleaning. Since the weather is lingering around
30-65 degrees, we get those PTACs cleaned so it’s
not a huge impact. We wouldn’t do that in south
Florida. But it’s a good time for the northern hotels
to do the PTAC cleaning now.
What advice would you like to give to younger or less
experienced engineers who hope for a job like yours one
day?
Be disciplined. At the end of the day, I think discipline
and ownership at your workplace will take you where you
want to be. Every morning, I always have a post-it note
with three to six things that I must do that day. I don’t
allow any of those items to be going into the next
day, unless I have an emergency. Don’t procrastinate
and create your days. Because if you don’t create
your days, if you don’t know exactly what you’re going
to be doing today, somebody else will create your day for
you. If you’re going around without purpose, people will
fill in your day and you’ll never have the time to do
what you really want to do. Establish a communication
procedure with all the managers. Instead of them calling
you with 10 different issues every day, establish an
email, radio, text or whatever system or software
you use to communicate. Prioritize and strategize. Stay
focused on what you want to accomplish every day and
establish
clear
communication
between
your
department and others. ***
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Seven Insider Tips for
Identifying Reliable Work
Utility Vehicles

R

eliability is a key consideration when buying fleets for resorts, but identifying truly reliable vehicles
is not a simple task. All manufacturers claim to build dependable vehicles that will handle the 24-7
demands of resort operations.

In truth, utility vehicles are not created equally.
Strong utility vehicle industry forecasts have brought new overseas manufacturers and untried models into
the market, with build quality and access to service and parts running the gamut from awful to awesome.
This makes it more complex than ever for you to select reliable vehicles you can depend on day after day
… year after year.

Steve Bledsoe

Even so, many resorts don’t take the time to adequately examine the vehicle’s individual components and
verify -- or debunk -- sales claims in order to make educated purchases.

Global strategic accounts
manager with Club Car,
shares his tips on how to
identify reliable
purpose-built work
utility vehicles that
perform like pickup trucks
at a fraction of the cost.

These tips will help decision makers identify true work utility vehicles and build a hardy, dependable fleet.

“The cars we used before switching to Club Car began rusting almost instantly
in Bermuda’s wet and salty environment. But the Club Car vehicles are built on
rustproof aluminum frames that can withstand the salt, fertilizer and water on
our site.”
Buddy Fleming, General Manager
The Golf Villas Residence Club at Rosewood Tuckers Point in Bermuda

1

Consider your environment. The chemicals, fertilizers and salt found on resorts are corrosive to
steel. Yet many utility vehicles are built on steel frames. The manufacturers of these vehicles may
position this as a strength; however, steel frames rust around the water, chemicals and salt often
found on resorts.
This is true even of powder-coated steel frames because the powder coating is easily scratched and
generally not applied to the underside of the frame. This allows rust to get a foothold, spread and
destroy your investment.
Look for work utility and transport vehicles with standard rustproof, corrosion-resistant aluminum
frames. When well designed, these vehicles resist impact as well as or better than steel frames. And
they are lighter than steel frames, so they use less energy and extend the range on electric models.
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2

These vehicles generally feature solid suspension systems
designed for speed – some as dangerously high as 60 mph.
They are not designed for load carrying, so they carry less
weight than vehicles built for work.
Look for cars with independent suspension systems with
dual shocks that keep the tires in vertical orientation over
bumps for even tire wear. Avoid vehicles with solid suspension systems and a single shock. They deliver a bumpy ride
and don’t distribute weight evenly.

3

Check the clutches and steering as well. Self-compensating and self-cleaning clutches don’t require regular maintenance or disassembly. Clutches that do not self-compensate or self-clean increase downtime, decrease
performance and shorten the life of the parts.

Don’t play around with your budget. Many utility
vehicles are built for weekend fun but sold as work
vehicles. They don’t have the build quality for demanding
worksites.

Become a power player. Make sure gasoline vehicles are
driven by automotive-style single-cylinder overhead cam
engines with electronic fuel injection (EFI). When compared to carbuerated engines and engines with less sophisticated EFI systems, single-cylinder overhead cam engines
deliver more horsepower and torque for hill climbing. They
also feature automatic chokes, start easily in cold weather,
don’t require high altitude jets and use considerably less
gasoline.
With fewer moving parts and splash lubrication systems,
these engines require significantly less preventive maintenance than competitive vehicles. And they allow for maintenance from the top down, so technicians don’t have to go
under the car to service them.
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4

Get smart about sustainability. The power and performance of electric vehicles ranges far and wide.
Those with 48-volt battery packs and 500-amp controllers
are the most powerful of the standard offerings. Most models have 350- or 400-amp controllers that don’t carry or
tow as much weight.
For example, a mid-sized vehicle manufactured by a major brand with a 400-amp controller and a 48-volt battery
pack has both a bed load and towing capacity of just 600
lbs. (272 kg).
A comparable vehicle with a 48-volt battery pack
but a more robust 500-amp controller delivers a bed
load capacity of 800 lbs. (362.8 kg), 200 pounds more
than the vehicle above. And its towing capacity is 1,500
lbs. (680.3 kg), two and a half times as much. This slashes
travel time, boosts productivity and may result in longer
vehicle life.
Further, the 500-amp controller features controlled downhill ability plus zero-speed detect to prevent roll away.
The vehicle with the 400-amp controller may freewheel
in descent.
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Some vehicles feature DC motor controllers; others, AC. AC
controllers are noted for acceleration and speed on hills, but
they lose low-end torque. If you stop on a hill with a full load,
you may have problems getting the vehicle started again. DC
motor controllers produce all available torque at low RPM, so
they pull heavy loads.
Make sure the vehicles come standard with smart on-board
chargers with reel retractors. These systems issue fault
alerts that prevent common user errors and allow for opportunity charging around your property.

5

Don’t box yourself in. Bed boxes on many utility vehicles
are made of heavy steel that rust or of plastic that cannot
be repaired if broken. Look for aluminum bed boxes with
replaceable sides and rears. Make sure the boxes feature
strong linings like those found in pickup trucks. These linings
protect the bed and dampen noise. Also, look for a box that
accommodates a bed-based attachment system. Some of
these systems feature tool and equipment holders that carry
gear both inside and outside the bed. These free bed space,
protect equipment and reduce round trips.
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6
7

Carefully review the warranty. Be sure to review the
warranty on your vehicle and clarify any questions you may
have. Some manufacturers cover engines for twice as long
as others. That alone can save you more than a thousand
dollars on a single vehicle. On electric vehicles, check the
coverage on the controller and charger as well as the battery pack. Again, there can be big differences.
Add versatility with accessories and customization.
Work with a manufacturer that offers a wide range of commercial-grade accessories that can increase versatility,
speed productivity and even reduce your fleet size. Many
manufacturers stock primarily recreational accessories.
Also look for a manufacturer with an active Custom Solutions
Department. That lets you go beyond the standard offerings
and have vehicles customized to meet your unique needs.
Some manufacturers even offer lines of task-specific vehicles, specifically configured for jobs such as housekeeping,
food and room service, bell service, security, facilities
engi-neering, ground maintenance and other tasks.
Build your vehicle today or find your local Authorized Club
Car Dealer. http://build.clubcar.com/carryall?nahle
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ENGINEERING.

A buHd:ing's true strengths
are often unseen.
As a multidi,Scipline engineering firm,
Coffman Engin,eers i1s abte to leverage the
strength of our speciali1zed civil, structural,
mechan icail, electrica1I, com missioning,
andfire protection dwscipllines. We have
refined our approach to providing fire
protection engineering through our many
years. ,of experience working with the
nation's premier architects, engineers,
owners� and end users.

Contact' one of Coffman Engineers'
fire, protection engineers today,!
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NAHLE’s
Certified Chief Engineer program trains you in the following
proficiencies without having to leave your property!
Management
Introduction To Hotels
Prioritize Tasks & Time Management
Project Management
Environmental Health & Safety
Emergency Response Planning
Maintenance of the Hotel; Conditional, Preventive and Corrective
Building Systems
Plumbing Systems
Electrical Systems
Lighting Systems
Fire and Life Safety Systems
Security Systems
Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Vertical Transport Systems
Packaged Terminal Air Conditioning (PTAC) Units
Building Envelope & Grounds
Building Design & Construction
Swimming Pools and Spas
Through-Wall Penetrations
Integrated Pest Management
Outdoor Parking Facilities
Mold & Mildew

Please Contact Me –
I Am Interested In Enrolling (check one)
___Myself ___One Engineer ___Two Engineers
___ Three or More Engineers
NAME: ________________________________________________
PROPERTY: _________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________
PHONE #: ____________________________________________

The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF HOTEL & LODGING
ENGINEERS’ (CDOE) PROGRAM
PARTNERS WITH THE
AMERICAN HOTEL & LODGING
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE

Here is what NAHLE Certified Engineers across
the U.S. are saying about our programs:
Certified Director of Engineering (CDOE) – Full Service Hotels
1. “I’ve been an engineering manager for over 14 years, 10 in limited service and the last
4 in full service at the Marriott Renaissance Plantation. For a while I’ve been searching
for a certification designed specifically to enhance my knowledge and competency in
hotel engineering. My supervisor recommended the CCE certification from NAHLE
and I must tell you this course hits all areas and key points from what you need to
know to keep your facility maintained and running efficiently to being compliant with
most city, state and federal codes and regulations. It’s an all around great self-study
course for the hotel Chief Engineer and DOE, and to this day I keep my study guide
on my shelf as a reference if ever needed. I am also honored to be the first person to
be designated CDOE (Certified Director of Engineer) from NAHLE and a proud
member.”

Certified Chief Engineer (CCE) – Select Service Hotels
2. In my opinion the course was very informative because it
covered very important themes focused on the system or the
equipment we work with everyday at the hotel. Everything
was explained with basic examples and simple words.
3. I think that the course benefits every Chief Engineer that takes it and also the
company. Because it helps them do their work more organized and it helps
understand the functions of each system they work with.
4. As a Reference source the Book was informative. There were nuggets of
information in each section. The high points were the HVAC chapter and the
Building Design and Construction chapters.

5. The information was presented good and was easy to understand. The online tracking
was easy to get to and follow along with. The program overall was very good but I
would maybe have liked to see a section for finance and include more general HVAC'S
knowledge (heat pump's and chiller's).
6. I think the program it’s great, it definitely was a reinforcement in some areas that I

was familiar with and a great learning experience in others that didn’t have much

knowledge. Very straight forward, seems to me that whoever put this course together
must to have been in the field.

National Association of Hotel & Lodging Engineers
PO Box 30844 Alexandria, VA | www.nahle.org | 703-922-7105
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Is It Time For Exposure
Sprinkler Protection?

Thomas Daly
The Hospitality Security Consulting Group, LLC

Two Elk Lodge Restaurant Fire
The Two Elk Lodge restaurant sits atop the 11,000 ft high Vail Mountain in the White River National Forest in Colorado and is the major
eating establishment for Vail Resort’s skiing customers. The then
one-story, about 15K sq. ft, restaurant was of heavy timber (Type IV)
construction1 using large diameter hewn trees as the structural columns soaring some 30 ft high in the seating area and massive solid
and laminated wood beams for supporting members. The restaurant
had a wet-pipe monitored sprinkler system plus fixed fire extinguishing systems for the kitchen equipment. The restaurant was only accessible using unimproved service roads, generally only with tracked
vehicles during snow season.
Just prior to the ski season on October 19, 1998, in the early hours
of the morning, domestic terrorists (members of the Earth Liberation Front2) using flammable liquids, set fire to the exterior of the
restaurant. Initial responding fire units were from the Town of Avon
followed later by the Town of Vail units. The service road was partially snow covered and the distance and circuitous running route contributed to the 45-minute response time3. As a result, responding
units did little more than mop up duties due to the access challenges
and extended response time. The ensuing fire completely destroyed
the building and several other mountaintop structures in a series of
simultaneous arson fires, see photo below.
1

Address Hotel Fire - Dubai
The 63 story Address Hotel is located in downtown Dubai and was
newly constructed and opened in 2008. On New Years’ Eve 2015, at
about 10:30 pm, as revelers awaited fireworks, a fire started and
enveloped the hotel’s exterior combustible cladding. The resulting
inferno raced up the exterior of the hotel resulting in a massive loss,
albeit with no reported loss of life.
The hotel had a wet-pipe sprinkler system, fire alarm system and adequate exits but had no exterior protection from a fire of this type.
Similar fires in high-rise buildings involving combustible exterior
cladding has resulted in multiple loss of life, see, for example, the
June 4, 2017 Grenfell Towers fire in London, UK4.

Two Elk Lodge restaurant
Vail, CO. October 19, 1998

See NFPA 220 Standard on Types of Building Construction, Chap. 4 for definitions and structural requirements. • 2 See http://www.cnn.com/TECH/science/9810/22/vail.fire.02/ for details.
3
From an interview with then Town of Avon Fire Chief Charles Moore • 4 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grenfell_Tower_fire, for details of this fire.
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Photo courtesy of the Vail Fire Department

W

hat do a mountain top restaurant in Vail,
Co., a high-rise hotel in downtown Dubai
and a low-rise hotel in the wildland-urban
interface in Santa Rosa, CA., have in common? All three of these fully sprinklered
facilities were destroyed by fire. Those
atypical fires burned from the outside in.
None of those facilities had, at the time, any protection from a fire
starting at the exterior.
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Photo from CNN

Photo from CNN

Address Hotel Dubai
December 31, 2015

point of origin. This area of Sonoma County is in a ‘High Hazard’ wildland
fire zone5.

Address Hotel Dubai
December 31, 2015

The three-story ordinary (Type III)6 constructed Hilton Sonoma Wine
Country hotel was destroyed along with the adjacent Fountaingrove Inn
in Santa Rosa.

about 10:30 pm, as revelers awaited fireworks, a fire started and
enveloped the hotel’s exterior combustible cladding. The resulting inferno raced up the exterior of the hotel resulting in a
massive loss, albeit with no reported loss of life.

Saved for an impaired sprinkler system, fully sprinklered buildings rarely
suffer such extraordinary fire losses. Nonetheless, NFPA 13 Standard for
the Installation of Sprinkler Systems and the building/fire codes requiring
same for certain occupancies, assume fires will start within such buildings
and a properly maintained sprinkler system will, at worst, contain such
interior fires until the arrival of firefighting forces.

The hotel had a wet-pipe sprinkler system, fire alarm system
and adequate exits but had no exterior protection from a fire
of this type. Similar fires in high-rise buildings involving combustible exterior cladding have resulted in multiple loss of
life, see, for example, the June 4, 2017 Grenfell Towers fire in
London, UK4.

NFPA 13 allows for, but does not routinely require, exposure sprinklers7
and neither the International Building Code nor the NFPA Building Code
generally require exposure sprinklers, although if an exterior projection
from a building exceeds 4 ft., an exterior sprinkler is required and certain
other exterior balconies/patios may require8 exterior sprinklers9.

The Tubbs Fire – Sonoma County, CA
On October 8, 2017 at about 9:45pm PDT a wind-driven wildfire (dubbed the Tubbs fire) started on Tubbs Lane in Calistoga, CA just northeast of Santa Rosa, CA, (Sonoma County),
reportedly from downed power lines, in the wildland-urban
interface. Within four hours the fire exploded in trees and
brush and swept down the mountain side pushed by 60 mph
peak winds into Santa Rosa proper, some twelve miles from the

So, is it time to consider requiring exposure sprinkler protection for hotels and other buildings otherwise requiring a sprinkler system, if those
buildings are located in the wildland-urban interface ‘High’ or ‘Extreme’
wildfire zones10? How about for those hotels using combustible exterior
cladding?
To their credit Vail Associates and their design team in the re-building of
the same Two Elk restaurant atop Vail Mountain in 1999, added closely-

5
See http://www.fire.ca.gov/fire_prevention/fire_prevention_wildland_statewide, for a description of Wildland Fire Hazard Zones in California. • 6 Op. cit., NFPA 220
See NFPA 13 Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, Sections 7.7, 8.3.4.3, and 11.3 for installation criteria for exposure sprinkler protection • 8 Ibid., NFPA 13, Sec. 8.15.7
9
See, for example, the International Building Code Sec. 903.3.1.2.1 • 10 See the International Wildland Urban Interface Code Appendices for an explanation of fire hazard severity zones.
7
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‘‘Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”

George Santayana

spaced sidewall sprinklers along the entire exterior of the restaurant
under the roof eaves to thwart either another arson fire or a wildland
fire exposure.
It is too early to determine whether the two Santa Rosa hotels will be
rebuilt and, if so, whether they will consider exposure sprinkler protection as a component of their sprinkler system design. Exposure
sprinklers are not code required (yet) so the decision to add them is
one each hotel owner would have to consider. The cost to do so in a
newly constructed building is minimal and is a prudent risk management decision.
This series of wildfires in late 2017 in both northern and southern
California were epic and unprecedented. The lodging industry should
heed the ‘lessons learned’ about the power, speed and scope of the
wildfire threat to hotels located in the wildland urban interface.

Thomas Daly is the retired Vice President Loss Prevention for Hilton Hotels Corporation, now Hilton Worldwide,
and currently serves as the building and fire code consultant to the American Hotel & Lodging Association.
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by Tim Arwood

I instructed him to not come in contact with water and place danger tape
around the area. This was the longest
35 minute drive of my life and my electrician, whom I also called from the
road, arrived seconds after I was on
the scene. It was his job to determine
if the water in the plant room might be
electrified; there were several high voltages breakers and a transformer now
under water.

W

e all endure stress extraordinaire day-to-day in our careers, how do we
live with that and manage our health, mind, body and soul? Well for everyone it is different, we are all complex beings but at the bottom of it
all is handling the extreme. I have graciously been invited by NAHLE’s
President Bob Elliott to write a column from time to time and I plan to
write a short serious of the most serious events on the job, days that
indeed prove our worth. In each installment I will offer up Engineering
Challenges I have experienced ranging from hurricane Charley in a Downtown Disney™ Hotel to a
wonderful night when several unfortunate homeless people looking for shelter from the elements
broke a 3 inch PVC line flooding my below ground chiller room in the bottom of my parking garage.
First, I will give a description of the event and then I will give you the way I handled the stress. As I
said everyone is wired differently and relaxation and defusing stress can be an evening in a pub, a
night at the cinema, fishing or my favorite, a trip. Whether it is a weekend getaway or in extremely
stressful times a full blown vacation of glaciers and volcanoes in Iceland. Maybe along the way you
might decide to checkout one of these locations to unwind from the daily grind someday. Well let’s
start with the Challenge!
What a war story it is. I was home sleeping in the middle of the night and then that unmistakable
sound of the cell phone ringing out from the nightstand woke me from my slumber. Picking up the
phone, I groggily answered wiping the sleep from my eyes. The night audit manager in a panic explained that there was no air conditioning in the building at full house in the middle of summer. So
it was off to the Batmobile and on my way in.

“The night audit manager
in a panic explained that
there was no air
conditioning in the
building at full house in
the middle of summer.”
Next, a second call came through we had lost all of the outdoor lighting along with part of the
parking garage lights on the lower levels. Still in route I called my trusted assistant, Mike Thompson, and asked him to come in. Mike lived nearby and arrived within 15 minutes. Upon his arrival
he called me and said, “Tim it’s really bad, a 3 inch PVC line feeding the water softener that
feeds the cooling towers broke. I turned off the shut off valve, but there’s five feet of water in the
chiller room.”
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As a precaution the electrician shut
down all main breakers feeding the garage and plantroom from the switchgear room and then he and the rest of
us stood by for four and a half hours
while a pump truck removed water at
thousands of gallons per trip. Finally at
about 9 AM the water was down to only
a few inches and we ventured in, finding the dual sump pumps in the floor
still running, simply over whelmed by
the deluge and couldn’t hope to have
caught up for days. Next our chiller mechanic arrived to evaluate the situation,
while the electrician was going through
all the breaker equipment. As it turns
out, all four condenser pumps and all
four chill water pumps were no longer
viable. Without replacements we would
continue to go without A/C at full house
and a convention in house, my GM
was suprisingly calm considering the
importance of our convention guests
and yes, by now, two dozen rooms not
associated with the group had already
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checked out with refunds. We needed parts ASAP. Oh, I haven’t yet revealed this little tidbit of pertinent
information; it was Saturday morning and parts might not be attainable. We could run one chiller with
working chill water and a condenser pump. Our chiller mechanic found a condenser pump, but was
having no luck finding the correct chiller pump. I called my sales person and in less than an hour Phil
Keller pulled in with the pump in his SUV.
There was no other mechanic to assist with the heavy lifting and installation, so Phil fresh from a family
event in shorts and T-shirt sufficed. Impossibly we were up and running by 1PM. Investigating the area in
daylight we found soap, tooth brushes, and a makeshift bed that had been fabricated behind the softener. Security’s log indicated he had startled several homeless people and they had climbed through the
close configuration of piping. Their escape had broken the 3 inch PVC line. This was the limit of my
endurance after a long hot Florida summer, so to mend body and soul it was time to relax in a natural
setting.
I thought to myself, what’s this strange sound, no there was no traffic, trains or sirens to be heard. It
was birds and the sound of water moving across smooth stones in the brook. Yes, it was the peace and
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quiet of a place that even my cell
phone could not be reached. It
was October and I was four miles
up a steep gravel road standing
in front of a Classic log cabin on
the side of a mountain. Oh and
what’s that other sound I heard,
it was the wind whistling through
the autumn leaves in the treetops
above me. Completely “OFF-theGRID” for a week - I don’t think
I could even be seen from a satellite in the deep cover of the
forest - the sun hardly touched
the carpet of leaves beneath my
feet. We strolled that day along a
trail that passed many other cabins (each very private) that were
mostly getaways for those who
like to escape from Atlanta on the
weekends & holidays. Here nestled in the foothills of the Appalachian Mountain Range, and on the
route of the Appalachian Foothills
Parkway; Ellijay, in Gilmer County
Georgia, is a paradise of forests,
rivers, historic ambience and Old
Southern charm.
The cabin was beautifully appointed, rustic with all the comforts of modern technology and
a fully-equipped a kitchen, two
fireplaces, antique furnishings,
phone, Satellite TV, Washer &
Dryer, central air and heat, and
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a gas grill. Also, there was a monstrous second story porch with a
fireplace and a six-person hot tub! The Cabin had 3 floors total, and
could sleep up to 8 guests for less than $200 per night!
A couple of hours away a trip through some very beautiful scenery took us to Helen Georgia. We were lost for a bit and stopped at
a local gas station. The lady at the counter told us the best route.
We were going according to the GPS, but she explained we would
be going over Blood Mountain, and it would be full of tourists on
weekends and not as pretty as the other route. Her recommendation
was awesome for viewing the sites. At our destination we saw the
Chattahoochee River that flows gently through Helen, a re-creation
of a Bavarian Alpine village complete with cobblestone streets. Once
a lumber town, Helen now has more than 200 specialty and import
shops offering everything from candle making and glass blowing to
cuckoo clocks and quilts.
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Dining options range from traditional German fare to traditional southern, but we went with a German restaurant on the
river with a wonderful view. Another getaway is Unicoi State Park
with lots of trails for hiking and biking as well as swimming and
boating on Unicoi Lake. Stop for a wine tasting at Habersham Winery or at the Nora Mill Granary for some “Georgia Ice-Cream,” otherwise known as grits! Recreation is in abundance with mountain
biking, fly-fishing, golfing, horseback riding, hiking, as well as tubing
and boating. Attractions include the Live Tarantulas Gallery, Charlemagne’s Kingdom, Scarlet’s Secret, the Black Forest Bear Park, the
Russell-Brasstown Scenic Byway and area waterfalls just to name
a few.
We had a terrific time, the stress melted away and I returned to work
invigorated and ready for the next extreme work challenges….bring
it on!!!
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